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PROFILE FOR POSTERS
Our profiles hold and support your posters, signs
and poster sleeves from the thinnest paper to
thick cardboard. Graphics can be changed in
seconds with the re-usable snap open and snap
close hinge function.

«»

Store guidance develop
customer’s loyalty!

Accessories are at the heart of every system.
Most of our suspension accessories can
be loaded from the bottom and provide the
possibility of suspending flush or perpendicular
to the overhead rails. It also means a secured
process for the store personnel when changing
the marketing message in the posters.
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PROFILES FOR POSTERS

PROFILES FOR POSTERS

SNAP OPEN, SNAP CLOSE
Our range includes an extensive number
of possible display configurations so
that you will always be able to find a
solution to suit your specific needs. To
save your time and money, we have
made the system extremely easy to
use. The signs and poster sleeves
holds and supports your posters from
the thinnest paper to 3 mm cardboard.
Aluminium overhead rails with snap
open end caps will allow you to side
load new fixtures and poster profiles at
any time.
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 POSTER GRIPPERS
GRIPPER-

Free hanging poster and sleeve snap-profile

GRIPPER-R-

Poster and sleeve snap-profile for walls

GRIPPER will hold and support your posters, signs and
poster sleeves in an attractive and reliable way. Graphics are
changed in seconds with the re-usable snap open and snap
close hinge. Use the multi-purpose loop MPH for ceiling
suspension. For heavier or longer installations combine
in advance with MINI-TRAK. Holds plastic and paper graphics from 0.1 to 3.0
mm thickness (up to approximately 1.5 mm when GRIPPER is used inside
MINI-TRAK).
Standard lengths: 210, 297, 400, 420, 500, 594, 600, 700, 800, 841, 1000
and 1200 mm. Other lengths on request.
Standard colours: Transparent, white and black.
Number per carton: 50.

B

+

MG-

+
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Multiple poster snap profile for suspended use
Graphics are changed in seconds with the re-usable snap-open and snap-close
hinge. The snap fronts can be opened separately for each poster. Use the loop
MPH for ceiling suspension. Fully compatible with MINI-TRAK, STAR-TRAK
and AS-ARM solutions. Holds plastic and paper graphics from 0.1 to 3.0 mm
thickness. Available in different combinations, for example 3xA6, 5xA6, 3xA5,
3xA4 and so on. Between every front there is an additional space of 5 mm.
Colours: Transparent, white and black.
Number per carton: 50.

GSH

Suction cup hook for the poster profiles GRIPPER-R and MGR

GWH

Wall hook for the poster profiles GRIPPER-R and MGR

+

+

For horizontal or vertical wall mounting of your messages. Provided with 19 mm
tape. Holds plastic and paper graphics from 0.1 to 3.0 mm thickness.
Standard lengths: 210, 297, 420, 500, 594, 700, 841 and 1000 mm. Other
lengths on request.
Colours: Transparent, white and black.
Number per carton: 50.

Provided with tape for attachment to the slat back-side of the poster profiles.
To be used with the Jegab suction cup 7030.
Total width: 50 mm.
Colour: Transparent.
Number per bag: 50.

Provided with tape for attachment to the slat backside of
the poster profiles.
Hole diameter: 6 mm.
Total width: 50 mm.
Colour: Transparent.
Number per bag: 50.
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MPH

Suspension loop for GRIPPER and MINI-TRAK

MGR

Multiple poster snap profile for walls and windows

PROFILES FOR POSTERS

B

This elegant loop clip will give the final touch when hanging your GRIPPER,
MINI-TRAK or the aliminium frames LONDON. Click on or slide on attachment.
The ”two way” loop can be used for 0° and 90° suspension, or it can be used
with ball cables. Maximum weight per loop: 2 kg with aluminium profiles,
1 kg with GRIPPER.
Colours: Transparent, white and black.
Number per bag: 20.

Graphics are changed in seconds with the re-usable snap-open and snap-close
hinge. The snap fronts can be opened separately for each poster. Use the
loops GWH and GSH for wall or window suspension. Holds plastic and paper
graphics from 0.1 to 3.0 mm thickness.
As standard, provided with 19 mm tape. When used with GWH or GSH, order
the MGR poster profile without tape.
Available in different combinations, for example 3xA6, 5xA6, 3xA5, 3xA4 and so
on. Between every front there is an additional space of 5 mm.
Colours: Transparent, white and black.
Number per carton: 50.

+

3034

Suspension loop for poster holder 3030

3030-

Poster holder profile

For ceiling or wall hanging of poster holder 3030.
Colour: Transparent.
Number per bag: 100.
Number per carton: 3000.

+

A poster gripper for thinner and lighter substrates.
Use the 3034 loop for suspension.
Colours: White and black, others on request.
Number per carton: 50.

+

PL-TP-

Wall poster holder with tape
Standard length: 1000 mm. Other lengths on request.
Colour: Transparent.
Number per carton: 50.

+
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Small wall poster holder with tape

PM-TP-

9 mm high. With tape on the back.
Colour: Transparent.
Number per carton: 50.

+

Aluminium wall poster profile with locking rolls

PHAL-

The integrated rolls will hold your paper posters safely locked in place inside
this wall hanging profile. The posters are simply stuck in from underneath
and locked in a second. Posters are released by lifting them upwards or up/
outwards movements. Supplied with 2 suspension holes and foam tape pads.
Lengths: 500, 600, 700 and 1000 mm.
Colours: Natural anodised aluminium and White RAL 9010.
Colour End caps: Black.
Number per box: 10 or 20.

B

POSTER-SNAP

Aluminium poster snap profile for wall use.

MINI-LOOP-D

Suspension hook for MINI-TRAK and MINI-SNAP

MINI-TRAK

Free hanging aluminium poster profile

B

+

B
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Will give stable top and bottom support to your posters in paper, wovens, etc.
Snap open, insert graphics, snap close.
1 set comes with foam tape on the back-side, 2 suspension hooks
and 2 end caps.
Lengths: 423, 603, 710, 844 and 1003 mm.
Colour End-caps and Hooks: Black.
Colour profile: Natural anodized aluminium.
Number per unit: 1.

A reliable and heavy duty suspension loop for these aluminum poster profiles.
Delivered with 2 locking screws per loop.
Loop height: 15 mm.
Inserted length: 75 mm.
Number per bag: 12.

This beautiful profile gives you an unmatched number of sign hanging solutions.
MINI-TRAK is the stable support for the integratable poster holder GRIPPER,
poster gripper rolls G-ROLL or for use with SIGN-LOCK for thicker substrates. Use
MPH or MINI-JOIN for suspension and MINI-END as end-piece.
Standard lengths: 503, 597, 703, 844, 1003 mm.
Colours: Natural and champagne anodized aluminium,
green RAL 6029, red RAL 3020, grey RAL 9007 and
white RAL 9010.
Dimensions: Height 29 mm, width 31 mm.
Number per box: 24.
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MINI-END

End-cap for MINI-TRAK and MINI-SNAP

G-ROLL

Poster gripper rolls for MINI-TRAK

SIGN-LOCK

Heavy-duty slide-in clip for MINI-TRAK

+

B
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A chic finish for these aluminium poster profiles.
The end-cap can simply be opened by twisting around,
and accessories are easily side loaded without taking
the end-cap off.
Standard colour: Black.
Number per bag: 12.

G-ROLLS will lock your paper posters safely and quickly inside
MINI-TRAK. Posters are simply inserted from underneath and locked in seconds
and are released by pushing one G-ROLL upwards and at the same time sliding
the message sidewards/downwards.
Colour: Black.
For poster thickness up to appr. 0.5 mm.
The 45 mm rolls are recommended for messages up to A5 portrait. Larger than
A5 portrait use the 82 mm rolls.
Number per bag: 45 mm rolls; 11 or 15.
Number per bag: 82 mm rolls; 8 or 12.

For practical and secure hanging of heavier and thicker
substrates together with MINI-TRAK. Enter the clips through punched holes at
the top edge of the graphic, and simply side load into the aluminum profile.
Use a minimum distance between the upper hole edge and the top edge of
signage
of 4 mm. Holds substrates up to 3 mm thickness in
MINI-TRAK.
Dimensions: 2 mm wire and 13 mm total width.
Number per bag: 20.

 POSTER SLEEVES
DBA-MR

+

Double sided poster sleeve with metal rings
Non reflective material.
Available in A4, A3, A2 and 500x500 mm.
Other sizes on request.
Also available as DBA-2H, with holes but without metal rings or as DBA without
holes.
Number per unit: 10.
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DBA-SG

Double sided poster sleeve with holes for SKYGRIP and SKY-CLIP

DB+1

Poster sleeve with metal rings and opening front

This poster sleeve is specially designed to fit the
“drop and hang” device SKYGRIP. Available in sizes A4, A3 and the following
heights/widths: 500x350, 500x500 mm. Other sizes available on request. To
hang sleeves wider than 500 mm with SKYGRIP, we recommend a combination
with the poster holder GRIPPER.
Number per carton: 10.

+

Available in sizes A4, A3 and the following heights/widths: 700x500 and
1000x700 mm.
Customised sizes available on request.
Number per carton: 10.

B

+

HIGHLIGHT-S, HIGHLIGHT-D Magnetic sleeves for OH use
Highlight is a range of poster holders especially designed to be used with the
MGT-16 magnets from HL’s Jegab assortment. The MGT-16 magnet is hold
into a fixed and up-raised position, so that installations can be done by just
holding the poster sleeves at the bottom line. In small sizes Highlight will be a
good substitute to welded pockets. The advantage with Highlight compared to
welded pockets is that it does always show the front to the consumers.
Material: 0,5 – 0,7 mm, Transparent
Packing: Depending on design and dimensions.

AVANTI-WALL

Convex wall or window poster sleeve

AVANTI-BIVISION

Double convex poster sleeve

Sizes: A4 and A3, other sizes on request.
Non reflective material. Available with tape,
foam tape or magnetic tape.
Number per carton: 10.

+

Available in sizes A4 and A3. Other sizes available on
request. Please contact us for modifications with metal rings or to fit SKY-CLIP
and SKYGRIP. Number per carton: 10.

+
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DBB

Wall or window poster sleeve with tape

WINDOWMOUNT

Electrostatic poster holder for glass surfaces

Standard sizes: A5 and A4.
Customised sizes available on request.
Number per carton: 10.

+
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Electrostatic posterholder for glass. Ideal for frequently changed messages
where adhesive tape would soon
lose its ability to hold.
Available in standard sizes from A7 to A1.
Number per carton: 10.

 POSTER FIXTURE ARMS
AS-ARM-SCSW-KIT

9 mm aluminum tube with large suction cups for reliable use on glass doors
and windows. Each suction cup has a tag for easy removal. The sign hanging
hooks are integrated in the tube and can slide for width adaptation. Standard
tube lengths: 400 and 780 mm. Others on request.
Maximum graphic or poster sleeve weight: 1,2 kg.
Tube colours: White or natural anodized aluminium. Each KIT comes fully assembled and ready to use, containing:
Tube, 2 end-caps, 2 hanging hooks and 2 suction cups.
Number per carton: 20 KIT.

+

AS-ARM-SCSW-G-KIT

+

Window fixture kit with suction cups and hooks

Window fixture kit with suction cups and GRIPPER
9 mm aluminum tube with large suction cups for reliable use on glass doors
and windows. Each suction cup has a tag for easy removal. The poster holder
GRIPPER, which also holds plastic poster sleeves is integrated in the aluminum
tube. Use 2 KIT per graphic when bottom fixation is requested.
Available for poster widths: 297, 420, 500, 600, 700 and 840 mm. Other
widths on request. Maximum graphic or poster sleeve weight: 1.2 kg.
Tube colours: White or natural anodized aluminium.
Each KIT comes fully assembled and ready to use,
containing: Tube, 2 end-caps, 1 GRIPPER profile and
2 suction cups.
Number per carton: 20 KIT.
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MGT-90

Magnet for fixation of UF- fixing arms

UF-

Frame aluminium profile

LP-CL

Clip on loop for UF- fixing arms

A 7 kg magnet to attach UF- profiles to vertical or
horizontal surfaces.
White housing and transparent clip.
Also compatible with HL Frames.
Number per bag: 10.

B

Profile in aluminium, with tracks. Available in the standard colours: Natural
anodised aluminium, white, red,
blue, yellow and black.
Can be used with all the different frame clips.
Available in different lengths and in both straight and
curved design with 50 mm radius.
Can be used together with end cap 2305-04,
see chapter Jegab.

+

Simplifies the suspending of poster grippers,
poster sleeves or signs by hooks, S-hooks or rings.
Colour: Transparent.
Compatible with HL Frames.
Number per bag: 20.

+

Multi grip clip for UF- fixing arms

AC-CL-0025, AC-CL-0105

For attaching signs directly to UF-.
Recommended sign thickness: 0,5-3 mm.
Colour: Transparent.
Also compatible with HL Frames.
Number per bag: 20.

+

BUSSTOP-FL

B
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Telescopic L arm for posters or Frames
With a flat foot. Ideal to create signage together with all types of on the floor
exposed merchandise. To suspend posters up to 425 mm wide or Frames up
to A2/A3L. Posters are suspended by using GRIPPER + PIPER. To suspend
Frames use BS-CL.
Height: 1290-2460 mm.
Foot dimensions: 290x365 mm.
Color: Chrome plated.
Number per carton: 5
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BUSSTOP-FT

Telescopic T arm for posters or Frames

BUSSTOP-PL

Telescopic L arm for posters or Frames

BUSSTOP-PT

Telescopic T arm for posters or Frames

PIPER-

GRIPPER adapter for the use with BUS STOP

+

+
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With a flat foot. Ideal to create signage together with all types of on the floor
exposed merchandise. To suspend 2 posters up to 425 mm wide or 2 Frames
up to A2/A3L. Posters are suspended by using GRIPPER + PIPER. To suspend
Frames use BS-CL.
Height: 1290-2460 mm.
Foot dimensions: 290x365 mm.
Color: Chrome plated.
Number per carton: 5

With a pallet-foot. Ideal to create signage together with all types of on the floor
exposed merchandise. To suspend posters up to 425 mm wide or Frames up
to A2/A3L. Posters are suspended by using GRIPPER + PIPER. To suspend
Frames use BS-CL.
Height: 1290-2460 mm.
Foot dimensions: 215 x 380 x 45 mm.
Color: Chrome plated.
Number per carton: 5

With a pallet-foot. Ideal to create signage together with all types of on the floor
exposed merchandise. To suspend 2 posters up to 425 mm wide or 2 Frames
up to A2/A3L. Posters are suspended by using GRIPPER + PIPER. To suspend
Frames use BS-CL.
Height: 1290-2460 mm.
Foot dimensions: 215 x 380 x 45 mm.
Color: Chrome plated.
Number per carton: 5

PIPER is simply clicked onto both GRIPPER and BUS STOP.
The maximum PIPER length for use with BUS STOP is
297 mm, but this can be combined with a GRIPPER length
of 420 mm to suspend A2 or A3 landcape posters. For more
information about GRIPPER see “Poster Grippers” in this chapter.
Colour: Transparent.
Length 297 mm, others on request.
Number per unit: 25.

+

AS-POP

Telescopic Poster or Frame arm system
The system is supplied in three easy to assemble parts for a maximum of
customized options.
1. Feet (AS-MGT-FIX, FOT-ML, FOT-ML-Round, FOT-MLH-Outdoor, FOT-PL)
2. Telescopic rods (AP-ROD)
3. T or L arms with hooks, GRIPPER or FLUG (AP-ARM)

B
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AP-ARM-T, AP-ARM-L

Arms for AS-POP
Available as double T or single L arms. With GRIPPER for posters (G).
With Sign Hooks for signage with holes (H). With FLUG to suspend Frames (F).
Comes fully assembled and ready to use including end-caps.
Color: Natural anodized aluminum and grey. Number per unit: 20/box
AP-ARM-T-H A4, AP-ARM-T-H A3, AP-ARM-T-H A2, AP-ARM-T-G A4,
AP-ARM-T-G A3, AP-ARM-T-G A2, AP-ARM-T-F A4, AP-ARM-T-F A3,
AP-ARM-T-F A2, AP-ARM-L-H A4, AP-ARM-L-H A3, AP-ARM-L-G A4,
AP-ARM-L-G A3, AP-ARM-L-F A4, AP-ARM-L-F A3

+

AP-ROD

Telescopic rod for AS-POP

AS-MGT-FIX

Magnet foot for AS-POP

Available in three adjustable lengths. After adjusting them to the length of
choice, the rods can be locked in that position. Comes fully assembled and
ready to use.
Color: Natural anodized aluminum and grey.
Number per unit: 20/box
AP-ROD 330-510
AP-ROD 580-1010
AP-ROD 830-1510

+

Stable construction and a very strong magnet for real straight
installations.
Number per unit: 10/box
Color: Grey

B

 CANOPY SYSTEMS AND FIXTURES
CAN-KIT-M-G

+
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Adjustable magnetic canopy fixture with snap profiles
The strong magnet with fixed but various angles can be placed on horizontal,
vertical or angled metal surfaces. With an integrated sign holder providing
snap open and snap close mechanism for quick and easy message changes.
Includes supporting back-strip with tape to ensure graphics do not curve. For card
board or plastic signs up to 3,0 mm thickness. Standard available for sign heights
250 and 400 mm. Other heights on request. Allows contoured top design.
Standard length back-strip: 800 mm for widths up to 1000 mm. Tube colours:
White or natural anodized aluminium. Each fixture is supplied assembled and
ready to use, containing: Magnet, 9 mm tube, end-cap, 1 GRIPPER profile.
Use 1 left + 1 right fixture + 1 back-strip per canopy.
Number per carton: 10 left and 10 right fixtures + 10
back-strips = 10 canopy KIT.
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ESP1

Canopy rail for vertical surfaces

ESP2

Canopy rail for horizontal surfaces

INFORAIL-C

Canopy or single sided freezer rail

INFO-END

End cap for INFORAIL-C

IDK99

Datastrip for INFORAIL-C and CATRAIL

+

+
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A very easy to use and cost effective canopy sign support. Designed for use on
vertical surfaces and providing an optimal reading angle of the message.
Provided with 2 x 19 mm foam tape.
Lengths: 1250, 1300 and 1325 mm.
Color: White RAL 9010.
Designed for use with 4,0 mm thick foamed PVC, such as Forex etc.
Number per box: 24.

A very easy to use and cost effective canopy sign support. Designed for use on
horizontal surfaces and providing an optimal reading angle of the message.
Provided with 2 x 19 mm foam tape.
Lengths: 1250, 1300 and 1325 mm.
Color: White RAL 9010.
Designed for use with 4,0 mm thick foamed PVC, such as Forex etc.
Number per box: 24.

Creates 103 mm (99 mm with IDK-99) additional space for product and pricing
information. Holds printed graphics directly or in combination with the Datastrip
IDK-99. Signs and IDK-99 are easily front loaded. To be used with the INFO-END
pieces.Attachment by screws, foam tape, SGJ, most HL Frame fixtures (for example MGT-90) or just simply hung over an edge. INFORAIL-C-2H: With 2 holes
through the front for screw attachment to walls ( 3 holes for length 2000 mm).
INFORAIL-C-TF-S: With 12 mm foam tape for free standing use.
INFORAIL-C-TF-W: With 12 mm foam tape for wall use.
Colours: Natural anodized aluminium and white RAL 9010.
Lengths: 661, 891, 991, 1321, 2000 and 3000 mm.
Others on request. Inserted messages should have a height of 107 mm (for
substrates up to 1,0 mm thickness) and a length 1,0 mm shorter than the
chosen length of the aluminium profile. Number per carton: 6.

Stylish end-piece for INFORAIL-C.
Standard colour: Black and silver/grey.
Number per bag: 12 (6 left + 6 right).

+

+

Curved Datastrip with label height 99 mm to protect your messages and save
time as signage changes can be
implemented in seconds. The strip is side or front loaded
into the INFORAIL-C or CATRAIL.
Standard colour: Transparent.
Number per carton: 25.
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TPL-COVER

Protecting message cover for INFORAIL-C and CATRAIL

TPL-INFO

In-fill strip for INFORAIL-C and CATRAIL

+

Protects your paper inlays.
Supplied with a finger grip for easier opening.
Can be provided with printed graphics.
Lengths: 660, 890, 990, 1320 mm. Other lengths on request.
Material: Transparent, 0,5 mm.
Number per carton: 50.

To be printed with for example vertical segmentation or
educational purchasing information. With a finger grip for easy removal from the
INFORAIL.
Lengths: 660, 890, 990 and 1320. Others on request.
Material: White 0,5 mm.
Number per carton: 50.

+

CAN-KIT-IFTC

Magnetic and double sided canopy profile
For horizontal signage and segmentation. Extruded board
with inside tracks for holding signs and information cards.
Height: 105 mm. Available in customized lengths.
Standard colours: Green, red and black.
Number per box: 10.
Contains:
1. IFTC-Height-colour-length.
2. IFTC-Height-colour-END (2x).
3. MGT-12K. (2x).

+

 BANNER STANDS
XTEND

+
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Banners stand – size adjustable
XTEND is a banner stand that is easy and
quick to set-up without the need for any tools.
Set-up or signage changes are easily done without any tools.
For banners with 4 eyelets.
Banners sizes from 600x1600 mm up to 800x1800 mm (adjustable).
Eyelet size: 10 mm inner diameter.
Colour: White tubes and ocean blue details.
Number per unit: 1 per non-woven bag/box
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